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ABSTRACT

Geodetic measurements in volcanic areas are crucial as they serve as input information to the deformation analysis techniques in order to achieve pre-eruption ground displacement predictions. In particular, Satellite Radar Interferometry (InSAR) has been proven to be a useful and powerful tool in this kind of areas. We present some results obtained by applying the Coherent Pixel Technique, an Advanced Differential SAR Interferometry algorithm, which reveal surface deformation episodes in Canary Islands (La Palma and Tenerife Island). The study is carried out by employing DInSAR interferograms concerning the 1992-2008 period corresponding to both ascending and descending images acquired by the ENVISAT and ERS sensors.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. La Palma

The archipelago Canary Island is located off the NW coast of the African continent, is formed by seven major islands. We choose La Palma Island as scenario to review previous studies and to apply an advanced InSAR technique because around six eruptions have occurred there over the last 500 years (1585, 1646, 1677, 1712, 1949 and 1971) (see Fig. 1).

Its origins have been studied and several hypothesis have been proposed by different authors ([3], [4], [5], [9] and [12]). All the eruptions have taken place at the Cumbre Vieja ridge and the last eruptions occurred at Teneguía volcano in 1971 (see Fig. 1). Geodetic techniques are used in volcanic monitoring for the measurement of surface displacements in order to control pre- and inter-eruption ground deformation. In this way, usual geodetic studies are carried out using EDM or GPS.

But the GPS technique has a limitation produced by the fact that observation is restricted to a set of discrete surface points.

In order to cover the whole island a Synthetic Aperture Radar Interferometry (InSAR) has been applied. This technique has become over last decade an important remote sensing tool (see e.g. [21] and [23]) for detecting displacement produced by earthquakes, water extraction ([2]) or civil construction. Despite its centimetric precision and the large area covers (100 x 100Km) the InSAR techniques have limitations inherent such as maintaining phase coherence in the area (areas with scarce or null vegetation are the best for obtaining “good coherence”), changes over terrestrial surface and the presence of...
atmospheric artefacts that degrade the quality of the displacements estimation ([29], [14] and [15]). During the years 2006 and 2007, InSAR and GPS observation were applied to study deformation at La Palma Island and also gravity observation were carried out for structural studies.

In this work, we present a summary of different techniques and results used in La Palma, and the results obtained from an advanced technique InSAR, named Coherent Pixel Technique (CPT), for the period 1992-2008.

1.2. Previous results/studies in La Palma

Since 1994, a geodetic network with Electronic Distance Meseasurement techniques (EDM) has been used to monitor the Cumbre Vieja ridge ([26]). This network was not designed to cover the whole island. For this reason, in 1997 the network was enlarged and occupied using global positioning system (GPS), incorporating the west flank and the southern part of the island as study zones. During 2000 and 2001, several articles appeared as studies of possible different phenomena in La Palma Island. Some of them pointed out the possibility that a landslides might occur on the southern part of the island ([13], [29] and [31]). Other authors disagree with those results ([5] and [6]).

In 2006, a new GPS network covering La Palma Island was defined, complementary to InSAR, in order to study the existence of deformation ([28]). The networks stations were along Cumbre Vieja rift, Cumbre Nueva slope and inside and outside Taburiente Caldera (see Fig. 1), formed by 26 stations. This geodetic control network was observed in November 2006 and July 2007. Data collected for both campaigns were processed with Bernese 5.0 software and GAMIT/GLOBK 10.31. Vertical displacements components were obtained by comparing the results obtained in 2007 with previous coordinates determined by IGN in 1994, and 2006 and 2007 coordinates. Both of them are consistent with InSAR results. ([28]).

For structural studies a terrestrial gravity survey covering the island with GPS observation was carried out. The gravity data was inverted using a non-linear three-dimensional gravity inversion approach to obtain the geometry of the anomalous bodies ([8] and [28]). A total of 317 benchmarks were used. The main results of the inversion model are a large central body with high density and a elongated minima distributed along the rift structure in the southern half of the island.

Finally, first work with the InSAR technique shows one interferogram of La Palma Island in the period 1992-1995 ([24]). This interferogram did not have removed the topography as forward cases. In next works, the data used set was formed by six radar images taken by the satellites ERS-1 and ERS-2 covering 1992 up to 1999. Only three interferograms were processed without digital model of the terrain ([14], [15] and [29]). The results revealed deformations no greater than ten centimeters. Almost whole Island is covered by abundant vegetation, meaning that the coherence is not good enough. Lava flows of the last eruptions located to the south of the island are areas with more coherence. The study was extended using more images (up to year 2000) and using the Single Master in order to approach chooses pixels and the Coherent Target Modeling Method (CTM) calculates the temporal coherence of each pixel ([27]). With these methods linear velocities of approximately -4 to -8 mm/year covering an area of about 1 km² centered on the Teneguía volcano was obtained. There is an absence of deformation in the northern part of the island. With this same period an estimate map of linear velocity by stacking six independent interferograms has been obtained. In this case, about 9 mm/year of subsidence by means of DORIS software was detected.

1.3. Tenerife

Tenerife is the biggest island of the Canary Island. These are an archipelago of volcanic origin situated 60 km from The African coast. The eruptive system is located in Las Cañadas Caldera and the Teide, a strato-volcano at the northern border of the caldera. A total of 12 eruptions ([11] and [29]) have taken place in the island. Last historical eruptions (last 500 years) have not taken place in the same volcanic edifice (1704, 1706, 1798, 1909). For this reason, whole Island for the study is chosen. Historical eruptions date back from 1706 in Montaña Negra to the most recent, 1909, in Chinyero ([16]), see Fig. 2. These most recent eruptions are associated with systems of fractures which generally respond to regional tectons and are concentrated in two basaltic ridges (NW-SE and SW-NE) that converge in the center of the island. In this center Las Cañadas Caldera is located. The Teide-Pico Viejo complex are in
the north of this Caldera which are two stratovolcanoes so that Teide has the highest altitude with 3718 m.

Figure 2. Last historical eruptions detected in Tenerife.

1.4. Previous results/studies in Tenerife

Since 2001, network of National Geographic Institute (IGN) has detected low-magnitude seismic anomalies around the Tenerife Island, increasing during the years 2004 and 2005. After analysis of geochemical and seismic data of 2004 existence of magma movement is assumed. It may be a precursor mechanism of increased seismic activity. The anomalies observed during 2004-2005 is characterized by a large number of epicentres within the Tenerife Island. Thus, from April to December 2004 195 events have been located, five of them felt by the population between May, July and August of that year, and over 350 until February 2006. In total we have over 3000 recorded events.

The model proposed by Almendros et al. ([1]) argues that the pattern of seismicity observed may be due to magma intrusion beneath the northwest flank of Teide. Both interpretations of gravity and seismics are consistent and similar, but have limitations as to the description of the characteristics of the sources due to its short time span, and to study their temporal variations. This reactivation produces surface gravity ([19]).

Using several terrestrial observation techniques (with a limited spatial coverage) as geodetic micronetwork, levelling network, gravimetric campaigns for structural studies, gravimetric tidal observations, thermal anomalies, fumarolic activity and different gasses at the top of the Teide ([11]) clear anomaly has not been detected previously to 2004. However, previous geodetic studies of deformation [17] by using InSAR technique have been able to detect two areas of subsidence mainly located in the northwest part of the island, Pinar de Chio and Garachico ([14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [29], [30] and [32]).

2. CPT: COHERENT PIXEL TECHNIQUE

Satellite Radar Interferometry (InSAR) has been proven to be a useful and powerful tool in tectonic areas for surveying subtle surface deformations over several years related to geodynamic phenomena. An advanced DInSAR observation technique, called the Coherent Pixel Technique (CPT), is being applied to study the existence of deformation areas in order to obtain mean velocities and time series of deformation.

This advanced technique InSAR, DInSAR, use a set of interferograms obtained from several images which permit minimize the impact of atmospheric artefacts and the residual topographic on the estimation of deformation. For more details see [7], [20], [22] and [25].

3. RESULTS

3.1. La Palma Island

First we have processed a stack of 15 ascending images from the period 2004-2007 from ENVISAT sensor. Pixels with a coherence greater than 0.3 in more than 45% of the interferograms are used. Fig. 3 and 4 shows linear deformation velocity and displacements time series of six selected pixels from different areas (A-F). We obtain stability in A, B and E areas. In C, D and F we obtain LOS displacements around + 4 cm in 4 years.

Figure 3. Deformation map. Darker colour means positive and softer colour means negative LOS velocity of displacement.

Eight different points have been selected in order to represent their temporal deformation series (see Fig. 4).
Figure 4. Time series of selected pixels.

The second set is formed by 18 descending covering 2006 up to 2008 from ENVISAT sensor. Pixels with coherence greater than 0.35 in more than 55% of the interferograms are used. Fig. 5 and 6 shows linear deformation velocity and displacements time series of six selected pixels from different areas (C, D, E and F). We obtain stability in E area. In D and F we obtain LOS displacements around -2 cm and -4 cm in 2 years. And in C we see LOS displacement of around 2 cm in 2 years.

Figure 5. Deformation map. Darker colour means positive and softer colour means negative LOS velocity of displacement.

A final data set is formed by 16 descending images covering 1992 up to 2000 from ERS sensor. The processed interferograms have a maximum perpendicular baseline of 350 m and time baseline of 1200 days. The linear deformation velocity map (see Fig. 7) for the selected pixels of the processed area shows a clear deformation zone in the south of the island. Six different points have been selected in order to represent their temporal deformation series (see Fig. 8).

Figure 6. Time series of selected pixels.

Figure 7. Deformation map. Darker colour means positive and softer colour means negative LOS velocity of displacement.

Figure 8. Time series of selected pixels.

3.2. Tenerife Island

We have processed a stack of 19 ascending images from the period 2003-2008 from ENVISAT sensor. Pixels with coherence greater
than 0.5 in more than 45% of the interferograms are chosen. Fig. 9a and 9b shows linear deformation velocity and displacements time series of six selected pixels from different areas (A, B and C). In A area we obtain LOS displacements around -2 cm and -8 cm in 5 years. In B, LOS displacements around -4 cm in 5 years. And in C, LOS displacements around 4 cm in 5 years.

On the other hand, we have processed a stack of 25 descending images from the period 2004-2008 from ENVISAT sensor. Pixels with a coherence greater than 0.5 in more than 50% of the interferograms are chosen. In all areas we obtain LOS displacements around -4 cm in 4 years.

Figure 9a. Deformation map.

Figure 9b. Deformation map and time series of some selected pixels of different areas.

Figure 10a. Deformation map.

Figure 10b. Deformation map and time series of some selected pixels of different areas.
4. CONCLUSIONS

In this work the Coherent Pixel Technique has been applied for the study of displacements in La Palma and Tenerife Islands. This technique is based on the pixel selection criterion, a coherence threshold and the non-restricted generation of the interferometric pairs.

In the case of La Palma Island, we studied three set of images. First, we study ascending images from 2004-2008 period using data from ENVISAT. We detect two deforming areas with a maximum value of LOS displacement of about 4 cm in 4 years. We also study descending images from 2006-2008 using data from ENVISAT. We detect displacements at the same areas with a minimum value of LOS displacement of about -4 cm in 2 years. Finally, we study descending images from 1992-2000 using data from ERS. We detect one deforming area with a minimum value of LOS displacement of about -4 cm in 8 years. These results are consistent with results described by [28].

In the case of Tenerife Island, we study two set of images. First, we study a set of ENVISAT ascending images for 2003-2008 period. We detect three deforming areas with a maximum value of LOS displacement of about 4 cm in magnitude. We also study a set of ENVISAT descending images for the period 2004-2008. We obtain displacements in four areas with a minimum value of LOS displacement of about -4 cm in 8 years. These results are consistent with the obtained by [18].

A more detailed comparison of results must be done for both Island as well as an interpretation of the detected displacements.
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